develops and produces high-quality, efficient and professional lighting solutions in Germany. Intelligent and powerful LED lighting systems tailored to your wishes and requirements - Your first choice for perfect lighting.

INDIVIDUAL CONSULTING AND PLANNING

Our strength - your advantage. You get all the services from a single source, from the individual consultancy, lighting planning, cost - effectiveness calculation and financing up to assembly and disposal of the old lighting system.
The success story of our managing director started in 2009 when Thomas Fuchs began as LED pioneer with the development of efficient lighting solutions for industrial environments. Well known companies like Audi, BMW, Bosch, EON, Henkel, Lufthansa and Webasto as well as various cities and communities have placed their trust in us.
Our flexibility allows us to react quickly to your individual requirements. To make this possible we have a highly qualified team of employees, each of them with several years of experience in LED lighting technology. At the end of 2016, Thomas Fuchs was awarded with the popular „German Design Award Winner 2017“ in the division energy for the development of the LED linear luminaire LM1/3.
In SITOLUX LED light systems only high-quality components are installed. The construction is modular and allows future-proof retrofitting at any time. SITOLUX products are subject to intensive tests to ensure compliance with the requirements for light intensity, light color and color reproduction value. With modern test procedures, we guarantee perfect condition of our products.

This is how we live quality: Made in Germany.

By developing optimal heat dissipation and the use of high-quality power supplies, we can guarantee a long life span of at least 5 years. On request, an extension of the warranty period is possible. All SITOLUX luminaires have a life span of at least 50,000 hours.
Intelligent light control is the next step to more efficiency. Stand-alone or integrated in a network using DALI, 0-10 V or wireless technology. Our products can be controlled automatically by motion and daylight sensors to reduce consumption & emissions and extend life time.

INTELLIGENT LIGHT CONTROL
WITH INTELLIGENT LIGHT CONTROL
ONE STEP AHEAD OF THE FUTURE
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works continuously on the improvement of our LED products. Higher efficiency and new technologies are adopted by our strong development department. Our state-of-the-art management system allows high flexibility to satisfy your custom requests. We offer perfect service for all our customers and resellers.

CONTACT
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